[Usefulness of contact thermography for the evaluation of chemotherapeutic effectiveness in breast cancer].
We examined temperature differences between a cancerous breast and its counterpart normal one by contact thermography before and after preoperative chemotherapy, and evaluated the relationship between the changes in the thermograms and response to chemotherapy in six patients with breast cancer. We used the following definitions: 1) delta Tmean: temperature differences between a mean temperature of a cancerous breast and that of the contralateral healthy breast; 2) delta Tmax: temperature differences between a cancer-related hyperthermic area in a breast and the mirror area of contralateral breast; 3) and the thermal patterns in thermogram were estimated by the criteria of Tada et al. In responders the thermograms after chemotherapy indicated an improvement in the hyperthermic vascular pattern (HVP) or hyperthermic area and a decrease of delta Tmean and delta Tmax. In contrast, little or no changes were observed in the thermograms of non-responders. Degrees of changes in thermograms reflected the effectiveness of chemotherapy. Our study showed that chemotherapeutic effectiveness may be better evaluated by combining contact thermography with the present method measuring tumor sizes than by only the present one.